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The isotopic composition of organic compounds in carbonaceous chondrites 
appears at first sight to have been established at very low temperatures; too 
low, in fact, for either chemical reactions or isotopic exchange to proceed at 
reasonable rates under normal conditions. For that reason, and because there 
is additional evidence suggesting that this material was formed, by catalysed 
reactions in the solar nebula, at temperatures around 360-400°K [I], it has 
been argued that the isotopic com osition results from a kineticeffect,appar- 
ently demonstrated, at least for P3C/12C b Pischer-Tropsch-type (PTT) synth- 
esis at 400'~ [Z]. When new results for 15NjY4N [3] and D/H [4] in carbonaceous 
chondrites are considered, however, a purely kinetic effect appears much less 
plausible and interpretation based upon approach to isotopic equilibration at 
temperatures below -250"~ must be reconsidered. Astronomical evidence for iso- 
topic fractionations at very low temperatures (-10O0K) in interstellar clouds 
[51 may be the key to resolving this problem. 

Stable isotope systematics for light elements in carbonaceous chondrites 
may be summarised as follows. 

Carbon 

Carbonates in carbonaceous chondrites are enriched in 13c by ~8.5% (CI) 
and ~ 6 %  (Of) relative to coexisting organic matter analysed i n  to to  [6,7]. The 
organic matter is not isotopically homogeneous, however; water- and solvent- 
soluble fractions from Murchison range up to -6% enriched in 13c compared with 
insoluble, kerogen-like material [8]. How these values relate tothe primordial 
13c/12c ratio is now unknown; the protosolar value is generally inferred from 
meteoritic data via some fractionation model. 

FTT synthesis of C02, CHq and C2+hydrocarbons from CO and H at 400°K [Z] 
initially revealed enrichment, apparently kinetic, of CHL+ in "C, ultimately 
evolving close to equilibration between CHI, and CO. The C2+ fraction was taken 
as most representative of meteoritic organic matter; it remained %2% depleted 
in 13c relative to CO. The C02 fraction stayed similarly ~ 4 %  enriched in 13c 
relative to CO; the -6% fractionation between C02 and C2+, closely equivalent 
to the difference between meteoritic carbonates and organics, was interpreted 
as a kinetic effect [2]. In reality, the evidence for kinetic control is weak; 
equilibration seems at least equally plausible. However, it would be premature 
to conclude that the meteoritic data reflect equilibration at a temperature as 
high as 400eK; further information is needed concerning temperature dependence 
of appropriate fractionation factors, and also the protosolar 3 ~ / 1  2~ ratio. 

Most N in carbonaceous chondrites appears to be in organic compounds [3], 
so that whole-meteorite 1 5 ~ / 1 4 ~  values may be taken as being close to those of 
organic N; they span a range of ~ 4 %  on each side of the terrestrial air value, 
with one meteorite, Renazzo, enriched by 17% in 1 5 ~  [3]. These meteoritic data 
alone cannot be interpreted unambi uously in terms of formation temperatures; 
however, knowledge of the primitiveq 5N/14N ratio would permit estimation of the 
fractionation of meteoritic material with respect to the reservoir, presumably 
nebular, from which it was formed. Such fractionation would be interpretable in 
terms of tem erature, assuming equilibration, or a close approach thereto. The 
primordial l'N/l*N ratio is not well constrained at present; the most likely 
value, based upon solar wind studies [91, is at least 20% lower than air [lo], 
leading to fractionations of at least 24% for CI and CM chondrites. 
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FTT and Miller-Urey syntheses result in enrichments of organic N in 1 5 ~  of 
less than 2% [ 3 ] ,  incapable of explaining the spread in meteoritic values, let 
alone their large apparent enrichments relative to the protosolar value. The 
temperature dependence of relevant equilibrium fractionation factors is unknown 
but general theoretical considerations suggest that temperatures significantly 
below room temperature would be required for fractionations as large as those 
observed in chondrites [ll]. 

Hzjdrogen 
Inorganic ( hydroxyl ) H in carbonaceous chondrites is enriched in D by a 

factor of ~ 5 . 6  relative to the primordial D/H ratio of 2.5 x [4]. Organic 
H is also enriched, But by factors ranging from 6.2 to ~ 1 6  ( Renazzo ) ,  with a 
representative enrichment factor being about 9 [4]. Calculated fractionation 
factors [12] for the systems H20-H2 and CH4-H2 imply equilibration temperatures 
around 230°K and 180°K for inorganic and organic H, respectively. Appropriate 
experimental data are not yet available. Kinetic effects would act to deplete 
meteoritic H-bearing compounds in D, relative to the nebular reservoir from 
which they formed, rather than produce the observed enrichment. Such an effect 
therefore does not constitute an adequate explanation for the observations. 

Interelement systematics 

The recognition of specific fractionation patterns for different isotopic 
systems within the same meteoritic phases is likely to be a basic diagnostic 
device for elucidating the origin of organic matter. So far, the only available 
data are for bulk meteorites; Fig. 1 shows the relationship between 6D and 6 l  5~ 

Figure I .  Relationship between 6D and 615u for whole-rock sampZes of 
carljonaceous chondrites. Data from [ 3 ]  and [4]. 

from the literature. Thepositive trend is suggestive of a common fractionation 
process, but better data are clearly required. Table 1 gives the first results 
from a systematic study of the distribution of the C , N  and H isotopes between 
organic and inorganic phases in carbonaceous chondrites. Inorganic data were 
obtained on residues after low-temperature plasma oxidation [4]; organic values 
were obtained by mass balance. Trace amounts of atmospheric N  in the 0 plasma 
used so far, Invalidated the inorganic and organic N data, which are therefore 
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omitted. It is encouraging that the 3~ of organic C for Ivuna is within 0.1% 
of that measured By Smith & Kaplan [7]. The wide range of bD values frequently 
encountered in this study exacerbates memory effects in the analysis, reducing 
the accuracy of some measurements. Nonetheless, the reality and general extent 
of the organic D enrichments are firmly established [4]. 

Considerable Isotopic variation is observed for C,N and H in interstellar 
clouds. Much of this variability is likely to be nucleosynthetic in origin but 
physical fractionations are probably present in C and N and certain for H [5]. 
Such fractionations probably result from ion-molecule reactions occurring at 
very low translational temperatures [13]. This conclusion may be related to the 
meteoritic data in either of two ways. First, meteoritic organic material may 
contain traces of exotic interstellar molecules characterised by enormous heavy 
isotope enrichments ( e.g. a factor of lo3 enriched in D 1141 ) . Second, ion- 
molecule reactions similar to those in interstellar clduds may have occurred 
in the early solar system. Research in progress may distinguish between these 
alternatives. 
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Table 1 

Meteorite Fraction 

Alais Bulk 4.46 -1.03 1250 +3.1 5870 + 4.4 
Ivuna Inorganic 1.65 +0. 79 - - 3950 + 4.7 

Organic -1.82 - +3 1 
Erakote Bulk 1.85 -0.93 700 +4.3 8015 -10.5 
Renazzo Inorganic 1.13 -0.30 - - 3120 +59 

Organic - - +117 

Note: removal of organic matter from "inorganic" fraction is not usually comp- 
lete. Italicised values probably suffer from "memory" effects, see text. 
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